HAWAIIAN BOOKS/MOVIES

Books

Hawaii – James Michener

Red Sky Over Hawaii (2020) – novel about women dealing with the aftermath of Pearl Harbor

The Girls of Pearl Harbor – Soraya M. Lane – four nurses dealing with Pearl Harbor


Molokai – Alan Brennert – story of young girl who contracts leprosy in 1890’s

Daughter of Molokai – Alan Brennert – sequel of Molokai

Hawaii’s Story – Queen Liliuokalani – history of Hawaii as it was going through significant change at the turn of the century

Freckled: A Memoir of Growing Up wild in Hawaii – Toby Neal – story of a child of hippie parents camping on Kauai

The Last Aloha – Gaellen Quinn – portrait of the final days of the Hawaiian monarchy

Then There were None (2003) – Martha H. Noyes – emotional account of the effect of Western contact on the Hawaiian population

The Color of Air – Gail Tsukiyama – novel about a Japanese-American family set against the backdrop of Hawaii’s sugar plantations

Mark Twain’s Letters from Hawaii, (1966) Ed. By A. Grove Day
Georgia O'Keefe, A Life, by Roxanna Robinson.

**Movies**


Hawaii: The Stolen Paradise (documentary – 2014) covers the loss of independence (1893) when US illegally overthrew the nation and government to build military bases.

December 7th – The Movie (1943) docudrama of bombing of Pearl Harbor and its aftermath

Pearl Harbor – story of US entry into WW II with Japan

The Descendants (2011) story of modern family in Hawaii and their struggles dealing with the potential sale of land that had been in the family for decades

**Internet**


https://smithsonianapa.org/stories/film/

**Hawaii Trips:**

https://wanderingwagars.com/hawaii-volcanoes-national-park/

volcanos with varied vistas and descriptions
Museums

https://www.iolanipalace.org/palace-collections/
iolani palace with various collections and historical elements enumerated

https://sugarmuseum.com/experience/
plantation history

https://www.doleplantation.com/plantation-garden-tour/
Pinapple plantation tours

Virtual tours  Youtube

Overview

https://www.tourdeforce360.com/hawaii

Oahu

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MguFgDoLhBc

Varied views ….above and below water line:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XnhZq_SF0ec